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Forgeries

By Wm. David Sloan ©

David Sloan, a professor emeritus from the University of Alabama, is the author/editor of
more than forty books and is a recipient of the American Journalism Historians As soci -
ation’s Kobre Award for lifetime achievement and of a variety of other awards.

© 2019. The author owns the copyright to this essay. A version of the essay appears in
the book Historical Methods in Mass Communication, 4th ed., by Sloan and James D.
Startt. 

Do we dare say that forged sources and invent-ed records exist? Or that mass communicationhistorians are not always as suspicious of sourcesas they should be? Curtis MacDougall in his book Hoaxes (1940)and Fred Fedler in Media Hoaxes (1989) describemore than 200 falsified newspaper accounts. Anyhistorian familiar with either of those books willrecognize that history is filled with instances offake documents.Forgeries have continued to show up in more recent years.In the 1970s Clifford Irving convinced the book publisher McGraw-Hill that the reclusive billionaire Howard Hughes had commissionedhim to write an authorized biography. As part of an elaborate and com-plex deception, he forged three letters he claimed Hughes had writtenhim. On the basis of the letters, McGraw-Hill gave him a $750,000 ad -vance, Time-Life offered $250,000 for magazine serial rights to thebook, and Dell Publishing offered $400,000 for paperback rights. Un -fortunately for Irving, as soon as Hughes found out about the planned
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book, he went public and exposed the hoax.In 1983 a similar hoax conned the German magazine Stern. GerdHeidemann, a German journalist, claimed he had obtained copies of thediaries of Adolf Hitler. Stern commissioned three handwriting analysesand then paid Heidemann 10 million marks, an amount equal to morethan $12 million today. As soon as Stern announced publication plans for the first install-ment, though, skeptics pointed out problems. The diaries were writtenon modern paper, for example, and were full of errors, and the hand-writing was a poor imitation of Hitler’s. The official German nationalarchives declared that they were “grotesquely superficial fakes.”In 1997 David Selbourne, a British historian, claimed he had gainedaccess to and translated into English a journal by an Italian namedJacob d’Ancona describing his travels in China four years before MarcoPolo arrived. Selbourne refused, though, to make the manuscript avail-able for others to examine. He claimed that its owner had allowed Sel -bourne to see and to publish it only on condition that he not show it toanyone else or to reveal anything about the owner. As the Associated Press, in a decided understatement, observed,“This raises questions about authenticity.” Little, Brown and Company published the diary in England with thetitle The City of Light; but when it announced plans to publish it in theUnited States, critics immediately began pointing out problems. One scholar, in reviewing the book, noted that the name Baiciu,which the “diary” used for a famous rebel, was “from an 18th-centurymisreading of an Arabic manuscript — as good a proof as any thatsomething is badly amiss.” Similarly, two authorities on Jewish and Is -lamic history identified an anachronism in “Jacob’s” arrival at a mellahin the Persian Gulf, a word describing a ghetto that was not coined untilthe fifteenth century. They compared such a usage as similar to findingthe word ”Oldsmobile” in the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
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Another reviewer concluded that “By coincidence, much of whatJacob d’Ancona dislikes in 13th-century China is what David Selbournedislikes in late-20th century Britain.” She pointed out rhetorical devicesthat “Jacob” used that closely resembled those of Selbourne.1Jump ahead to 2004. Anyone familiar with the “Memogate” episodeduring that year’s American presidential election knows that dishonestrecords do exist — and can realize how important it is to assure thatdocuments are genuine. The episode began when CBS anchor Dan Rather hosted a 60 Min -

utes Wednesday segment based on photocopied memos claiming thatGeorge W. Bush had performed improperly while serving in the Air Na -tional Guard in the 1970s. Immediately after the program aired, experts questioned the au -thenticity of the memos. The typography, for example, was differentfrom what typewriters in the 1970s produced. The memos had propor-tional spacing and modern superscripts. Analysts found a number ofother indications — such as wording that the Air National Guard didnot employ in official records — that the memos were fake. 60 Minuteshad rushed the program onto the air without adequately checking outthe suspicious documents. CBS initially defended itself and issued a statement standing by thememos’ authenticity. After several days of controversy, though, it beganan investigation, which determined that the memos “were likely forger-ies after all.” The consequences were serious. CBS fired the segment’s producerand asked three other employees to resign. Following the election,Rather announced that he planned to retire as anchor of CBS Evening

News.If forged documents in print were not enough to scare away histo-rians, the ready availability of sources on the Internet exacerbates theproblem. Any historian using the Internet should be alert to errors, fab-
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rications, and incompleteness of the text. Such problems are more like-ly to appear in Internet documents than in paper documents. Printedbooks, as one example of a paper document, usually have gone throughan editing and proofreading process before being published. Virtually anyone, however, can put a text on the Internet withoutfollowing rigorous safeguards. Errors can be made in the scanning orkeyboarding process required in digitizing a text. Parts of a text may beomitted or altered for any variety of reasons. Texts may even be fictionalized. For example, a document called the “Willie Lynch speech of 1712”can be found on hundreds of websites without any indication that itwas created in the twentieth century. The speech purports to be the re -marks of a slave owner about how to control American slaves. Severalgroups have found the text on the Internet, apparently accepted it atface value, and used it to support their political agendas — despite thefact that a number of websites have exposed it as a hoax. To demonstrate the problem of fake sources, consider how one his-torian, Joe Campbell, has called into question the authenticity of per-haps the most famous anecdote in American journalism history. In 1896, William Randolph Hearst, the publisher of the New York

Journal, sent the reporter Richard Harding Davis and Frederic Rem ing -ton, the famous artist of the American West, to Cuba to spend a monthwith the rebels fighting against Spain. They arrived in January 1897 butnever reached the insurgents’ camps. Remington left for home afterabout a week.Legend has it that Remington, seeking to cut short the assignment,cabled Hearst, saying, “Everything is quiet. There will be no war. I wishto return.” Hearst is said to have sent a cable in reply, stating, “Pleasere main. You furnish the pictures, and I’ll furnish the war.” The originalsource for the exchange is a book, On the Great Highway: The Wan der -

ings and Adventures of a Special Correspondent, written by James Creel -
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man and published in 1901. He had worked as a reporter in Cuba dur-ing the Spanish-American War. As Campbell has pointed out, the purported exchange has endurednot only as evidence of Hearst’s reckless arrogance but of the potential-ly malign effects of the news media. Many books and articles on mediahistory have quoted it and used it as evidence that Hearst was an irre-sponsible publisher and that his Journal fomented the Spanish-Amer -ican War of 1898. Determining whether the anecdote is true is there-fore of considerable historical significance.Campbell conducted an extensive investigation of sources and cir-cumstances surrounding the exchange to try to determine its authentic-ity. In his search, he examined document collections at the Library ofCongress in Washington, D. C., Ohio State University in Columbus, theUn i versity of California at Berkeley, the University of Virginia at Char -lottesville, and Columbia University in New York City.There are several reasons to doubt the purported exchange. Hearst, Campbell discovered, later denied having sent such a mes-sage, and Remington apparently never discussed it. The anecdote’s soleoriginal source, Creelman, was in Europe at the time and never ex -plained how he learned about the supposed exchange. Notably, the contents of the respective messages are incongruous,given events in Cuba in early 1897. Specifically, the passages “there willbe no war” and “I’ll furnish the war” are at odds with the civil war thatthen raged on the island. Indeed, the war and its privations were thevery reasons Remington and Davis were assigned to Cuba. Moreover, it is highly unlikely that such an exchange would havecleared Spanish censors. So strict were the censors that American cor-respondents covering the insurrection in Cuba often had their dispatch-es taken by ship to Florida and transmitted from there. Significantly, the correspondence of Richard Harding Davis con-tains no reference to Remington’s wanting to leave Cuba because “there
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will be no war.” Instead, Davis’ letters offered other reasons for Rem -ington’s departure, including the artist’s reluctance to travel throughSpanish lines to reach the Cuban insurgents. Davis also said in his cor-respondence that he had asked Remington to leave because the artist’spresence was impeding Davis’ reporting.As a result of his investigation, Campbell concluded that the ex -change between Hearst and Remington almost certainly never hap-pened. He has argued that “because the evidence is so persuasive thatthe purported exchange did not take place, the anecdote deserves rele-gation to the closet of historical imprecision — at least until provenotherwise.”2Campbell’s work reminds us of the efforts that historians shouldmake to determine the accuracy of their sources. The work is demand-ing, but history deserves it.In the first essay in this issue of our journal, Prof. Debbie van Tuyllcautions us about the dangers that some popular philosophies andtheoretical perspectives pose for the study of history. She reminds usthat, in the study of history, facts are important. We follow her insightful essay with one by Owen Johnson, in whichhe recounts his efforts to study the writings of Ernie Pyle. Prof. Johnsonis retired from the journalism school at Indiana University, where Pylestudied as an undergraduate. For our Historical Roundtable, Prof. Mike Murray has put togethera panel of broadcast historians focusing on teaching. Those looking forinteresting and innovative ways to teach subjects in broadcast historywill find a variety of ideas in the roundtable. For our “Historian Interview,” Prof. Ford Risley, an accomplishedhistorian who serves as editor of the journal American Journalism, gra-ciously consented to do a Q&A. Finally, for our book Q&A with the author of an award-winning
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book, we have an interview with Prof. Kathy Roberts Forde. Her book
Literary Journalism on Trial: Masson v. New Yorker and the First Amend -

ment won both the Frank Luther Mott-Kappa Tau Alpha ResearchAward and the award from the AEJMC History Division for the bestbook published in 2008.
NOTES1 T.H. Barrett, London Review of Books, 30 October 1997; Doreen Carvajal,“Marco Polo: Is a Rivalry Just Fiction?” New York Times, 9 December 1997; andRoz Kaveny, New Statesman, 24 October 1997, p. 45. A convenient summary ofthe controversy about the authenticity of Selbourne’s manuscript may be foundat “Jacob of Ancona,” Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia, at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_of_Ancona. Accessed November 28, 2018.2 For an account of his investigation into the exchange, see W. Joseph Camp -bell, Yellow Journalism: Puncturing the Myths, Defining the Legacies (Westport,Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2001).
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well-prescribed methods that have
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field of history.
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ed chapter on Internet research for historians, an updated
bibliography, an expanded index, and other improvements.

To request a free exam copy, please email Vision Press at
vision.press.books@gmail.com

Vision Press
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Historians face tough times today. In the 1980sand 1990s, scores of scholars were schooledin deconstructionism and postmodernism. Thesetwo philosophical approaches to language, truth,and fact were the products of work by Europeanscholars such as Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida,Jean Boudrillard, and Jean-François Lyotard, thefirst to use the term “postmodernism” in an aca-demic work. Post modernism taught those scholarsto be skeptical of anything claiming to be truth,objective reality, even morality. Lyotard and other postmodernists seeknowledge as so cially conditioned, or socially constructed rather thanobjectively real.1 By way of example, for a postmodernist, a red pen isnot just a red pen; it is a symbol of dominance when wielded by teacheror professor.The dominance of postmodernism and deconstructionism, as wellas post-structuralism, has led some scholars, including some in masscommunications, to accept the notion that truth cannot be fixed andthat facts are actually only an individual’s perception of a phenomenon.Admittedly, America’s current theatre-of-the-absurd political culture,
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True Facts: 
History in a Post-Truth Age

By Debra Reddin van Tuyll ©

Debra Reddin van Tuyll, a professor at Augusta University, is the author or editor of five
books. Her most recent work is The Confederate Press in the Crucible of the American
Civil War. 

© 2019. The author owns the copyright to this essay.
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combined with Kellyanne Conway’s invention of “alternative facts,”could lead even the staunchest positivist to question just how real real-ity is.2Given the prevailing intellectual climate and that the predominantresearch methods in mass communication tend toward the social scien-tific testing of theory, it is not surprising that some historians findthem selves drifting toward a more theoretical approach to their work.This tendency is likely amplified by demands from reviewers for state-ments of theoretical framework and methodology to be addressedprior to publication or presentation.All of this overlooks the fact that historical research is traditionallyatheoretical. In his editor’s preface to R. G. Collingwood’s 1946 work
The Idea of History, T. M. Knox maintained that, as of the nineteenth cen-tury, historians adopted the positivist epistemology to drive their work.Consequently, the focus is on reason and knowledge. Objective reasonand knowledge that is grounded in verifiable facts.3 A historian’s veri-fiable facts are not the same as those of a scientist, Collingwood wouldargue in the main body of the book. After all, historians typically,though not exclusively, study people who are long dead and events thathave long since passed. Consequently, they are reconstructing the pastfrom available evidence, evidence that often is sketchy and incomplete.No, Collingwood argued, history is a particular type of thinking thatfocuses on what people in the past have done. Its purpose, he argued, isto create human self-knowledge so as to explain human na ture.4Take, for example, the nineteenth-century notion of the cult of truewomanhood. Women of the nineteenth century were taught their placewas within the home, that to be true women, they were to be pious,pure, submissive, and domestic.5 Of these four characteristics, pious-ness was considered the most important, as illustrated by the Rev. J. J.Worcester, Jr., at a time when women were agitating for more rights. Hereminded his parishioners that “She who seeks to make herself what
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God meant her to be has the sure promise of success; she who seeks tomake herself something else than God meant her to be is fore-doomedin reaching the goal, and to become dwarfed and deformed in the at -tempt.” Women, the good reverend continued, existed to balance outmen; “to supply his defects.” Further, he argued that a woman’s“sphere” was her home and her “work” was “to inspire, to purify, to ele-vate, to ameliorate, to comfort, and to adorn.”6 This idea was prevalentin nineteenth-century America and had a profound influence on howwomen lived their lives at least up to the Civil War. As StephanieMcCurry ex plained in her work on gender relations and slavery in lowcountry South Carolina, “Patriarchal prerogatives were deeply embed-ded in the law of every state in Antebellum America....”7One of the first academic works to examine the notion of the cult oftrue womanhood described it as a means of holding a woman “hostagein the home.” Author Barbara Welter agreed with the Rev. Worcesterthat piousness was the chief characteristic of a true woman. Religionwas a source of strength for women, and it allowed social engagementthat did not really remove women from their place inside the house-hold gate — the private sphere. She also enumerated the other charac-teristics that mark the cult of true womanhood: piety, domesticity, andsubmissiveness.8In this work, and in others since, Welter explains why women were,as some historians claim, seemingly so invisible in the nineteenth cen-tury. Theirs is one interpretation of the nature of women in the nine-teenth century. It is one heavily influenced by twentieth-century femi-nist theory, and it uses that theory to frame an explanation for why peo-ple behaved the way they did in an earlier time. Two problems arise,however. First feminist thought as it existed in 1966 did not exist in1860, hence it may not be an appropriate mechanism for explaining hu -man behavior 100 years earlier. Second, if one delves deeply enough in -to the history of the time, it seems questionable whether all women of
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the period would have bought into the idea of the cult of true woman-hood. For example, a feminist movement was budding by mid-nineteenthcentury. That movement focused more on suffrage than broad equalrights but certainly represents a step beyond the household gate andinto the public sphere, particularly when one considers that the suffra-gists often worked in tandem with abolitionists to address not one buttwo social wrongs.9 Harriet Beecher Stowe breeched all sorts of socialnorms when she published Uncle Tom’s Cabin under her own name, forshe definitely stepped outside the household gate and into the publiclimelight. Her work became the epicenter for the most significant na -tional debate of her lifetime, a debate that women did not shy awayfrom. The national debates over slavery and suffrage emboldened wo -men who had previously accepted their being hostages at home tospeak out publicly. Julia Tyler, wife of the former president John Tyler,denounced Stowe’s book in a public letter published first in the Rich -

mond Enquirer but picked up by other newspapers. In that letter, shede clared that “all the thinking women,” whether from the South or theNorth would denounce the meddling of “a circle of well-placed Britishladies” who had been inspired by fictional works to encourageAmerican women to embrace abolitionism. Tyler was annoyed enoughby the book to step outside the sphere to which she acknowledged Godhad assigned women and pen a response to the petition. She wrote,“There are some of the concerns of life in which the conventionalitiesare properly to be disregarded, and this is one of them.”10Other women, such as Louisa McCord of South Carolina, a slaveryapologist who fell more into the gestalt of true womanhood, wrotewidely on the economics and political culture of slavery, but she onlystepped partially outside the household gate. She published all shewrote only under her initials, and she wrote only as long as her hus-
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band was alive. She, too, took on Stowe’s fiction-based indictment ofslavery in a formal review in the Southern Literary Review. She referredto the book as appealing to “second-rate literary taste(s).”11From a “bigger-picture” perspective, Ronald J. Zboray and MarySaracino Zboray examined political involvement by Antebellum womenin the North and discovered that their experience in America’s politicalculture was not so different from that of men. Women were heavily in -volved in writing and thinking about politics, even to the point of infor-mally running campaigns in some instances. One of their examples wasPersis Sibley Andrews, wife of Charles Andrews, a Democratic memberof the Maine state legislature who depended on Persis to help him winhis campaigns and dig him out of political quagmires. He even consid-ered his campaigns for office to be theirs, not just his. In September1850, when her husband was running for the U.S. House, Persia boldlystated, “I love politics.” The Zborays concluded that the women theystudied showed “little trace ... of the domesticity, religion, benevolence,or reform that so much dominate accounts of women’s history beforethe Civil War. Rather, these women demonstrate that they could anddid speak in a decidedly unalloyed political register.”12In essence, the works cited here present two views of the nature ofAmerican women and their involvement or non-involvement in nine-teenth-century public life. If history were as scientific a field as sometry to make it, it would be possible to formulate a theory, devise anexperiment or survey to test that theory so as to achieve findings tosupport one or the other of these interpretations of the political lives ofnineteenth-century women. However, history is not scientific. It is notsomething that can be studied, with few exceptions, via the scientificmethod, nor even the theory-grounded social scientific methods usedby other types of mass communication researchers. Instead, historicalresearch methodology is much closer to legal methodology. As is true ofthe law, historical research is grounded in evidence and the interpreta-
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tion thereof. To prepare for a case, a lawyer finds all the threads of evi-dence available, and she uses them to create as complete a picture ofwhat happened as possible — who did what to whom with what effect,in communication parlance. It may be an incomplete picture — eye wit-nesses are notoriously unreliable; security cameras may not have beenworking; DNA evidence may be inconclusive. Likewise, the historiantries to reconstruct a situation based on available records. The endproduct is “an objective, factual historical narrative.”13Who is right about the role of women in the nineteenth century?Welter? The Zborays? Both? Neither? Likely, both have some handle onthe truth, but ultimately, the truth of the role of women in the nine-teenth century is unknowable. It is something that can be “theorized”about, though not in the way social scientists build theory. Rather, in ahistorical context, to theorize is to suggest possibilities. As a research group of computer scientists observed in an articleencouraging the use of historical methodology in their field, “Historiansare notoriously practical.” They choose their methods based on thequestions they are trying to answer. They ground their work in perceiv-able evidence. The writer continued, “At the core of all historical re -search is evidence and its careful handling.”14This reliance on facts and evidence, as opposed to acceptance of amore relativistic or theory-based methodology, places historians verymuch outside the norm in a post-truth, post-fact era when the belief inobjectivity, reason, and intellectual purity are not just out of vogue butdown-right doubted. That does not mean that historians should changetheir methods, regardless of how many reviewers demand statementsof methodology or inquire into what theory is driving the project. Itmeans, just as the aforementioned computer scientists have realized,that historical method, grounded in objective reasoning and analysis offacts, is valuable. It means historians should be in the fray fighting for aplace at the mass communication table, for they have something of
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equal, if not greater, value to offer both professional and academic com-munications practitioners: truth, as far as it can be discerned, and facts.
NOTES
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In recent years, I have made it my mission to readevery column that famed World War II war cor-respondent ever wrote. That isn’t so easy. We’llnever know the exact number of his columns, buthe prob ably wrote about 4,000, averaging about800 words each.Five volumes of his work were published, fourof them focusing on his World War II. Several au -thors, including myself, have edited collections ofhis writings.Much of his work, however, remains unknown to today’s audi-ences.His most unknown work consists of the aviation columns he wrotefor the Washington Daily News, 1928-32. During most of that time hewrote six columns a week, 52 weeks a year, meaning he wrote morethan a thousand columns. A handful were re-published in the book On

a Wing and a Prayer. The only way to access all of those columns is tolook them up on microfilm copies of the Daily News. That’s not easy. Sofar as I know, the only microfilm of the paper is in the Library of Con -gress. The November-December 1931 reel is missing, apparently hav-
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Discovering Ernie Pyle: 
It’s Not Always Easy

By Owen V. Johnson ©

Owen V. Johnson, an Associate Professor Emeritus at Indiana University, is a leading
authority on Ernie Pyle and his journalism. Dr. Johnson is the editor of the book At Home
with Ernie Pyle, a collection of Pyle’s writing about Indiana.
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ing been loaned to someone and never returned. In addition, he wroteseveral articles for aviation magazines during those years.The Lilly Library at Indiana University has columns on aviation thatScripps-Howard distributed to some of its member newspapers, 1930-32. After a stint as managing editor of the Daily News, 1932-35, hereturned to writing columns, 1935-45, first about his travels across theUnited States, including travel to Canada, Mexico, Central America andSouth America, then to reporting about America’s war experience. Mostof the war reporting came from late 1942 until his death in April 1945,but also including travel in Great Britain from late 1940 to spring 1941.About twenty of his columns were published posthumously in 1965.They were written during his stint in the Pacific in 1945. Scripps-Howard chose not to publish them then because it decided that chrono-logically it would have been confusing to readers who would have won-dered how Pyle’s columns could keep appearing weeks after his death.There is no definitive source for Pyle’s columns. Scripps-Howarddistributed copies of his columns first to its member newspapers, andthen during World War II to other subscribing newspapers. Distri bu -tion first was by mail, but then increasingly, especially during the war,electronically. The Lilly Library has most of those original Scripps-Howard distributions.It can be confusing, however. For example, in 1943 Scripps-Howarddistributed a series of columns about Pyle’s R&R trip to central Africa,after it sent columns in which he described the Allied victory over theAxis powers, even though Pyle’s R&R trip preceded the Allied victory.Subscribing newspapers were not required to print all of Pyle’scolumns. During the war years, some of them were marked for publica-tion on a certain date, but papers were not required to adhere to thosedates. In my own work, I have chosen to use dates of distribution thatappear on the material distributed by Scripps-Howard.
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Many of the columns can be found in the Google News Archive, aspublished by the St. Petersburg Times (the forerunner of today’s Tampa

Bay Times) and the Pittsburgh Press, but many issues are missing fromtheir collections. Many can also be found on the subscription basednewspapers.com. Paige Cavanaugh, Pyle’s bosom buddy going back totheir student days together at Indiana University, faithfully kept scrap-books of Pyle’s columns as published in the Washington Daily News.More confusing is trying to reconcile the different versions of eachcolumn. Each newspaper subjected (through copy editors — whichnews  papers once had) its own style rules and space limitations toPyle’s columns. My former colleague Mike Conway once shared with mean excerpt of an interview he did with Walter Cronkite, in which Cron -kite says that in his newspaper days he edited Pyle’s columns. Manynewspapers did not permit vulgarities, such as Pyle’s occasional use ofwords like “damn” (he used it surprisingly often for a journalist of histime). That meant that they even “cleaned up” Pyle’s famous CaptainWaskow column, which included “God damn it to hell anyway.”Columns would be cut because of space limitations, or they werenot printed at all.Even what Scripps-Howard distributed did not necessarily reflectPyle’s original work. What he submitted was edited by Scripps-Howardstaffers, most notably by Lee Miller, like Pyle a native Hoosier (not to beconfused by the photographer of the same name). Some people havesuggested that Miller turned Pyle from a good writer into a great one.In the two decades, I’ve engaged in research I have been given copies oftwo columns that apparently are Pyle’s original submissions. That’s toofew to evaluate the editing of his work.The several books of Pyle’s collected work leave out some of hiswork because they don’t reflect the narrative of the book. For instance,during the end of Pyle’s stay in England in 1941, he wrote two columnsabout Edward R. Murrow. They didn’t fit into the narrative of “Ernie
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Pyle in England,” so they were never reprinted. The two were, as myfather would have put it, “acquaintances.” They shared common back-grounds. Both came from backgrounds of poverty, for instance, bothtook a gap year after high school, both arrived on their university cam-puses as hicks from the sticks, and both wound up as big men on cam-pus. Murrow, however, preferred in his professional career to mix withthe hoi polloi while Pyle, at least in the story told by Scripps-Howard,preferred the company of the ordinary G.I.’s.For seven years I taught a course at Indiana University on ErniePyle. It included a 10-day trip to London, Normandy and Paris. Oneyear, my younger daughter created a “Flat Ernie” to accompany us. Heregularly appeared in photos taken on the trip. The original Ernie Pylewas anything but one-dimensional. He sought to show life, both inpeace time and in war, as multi-dimensional. Thoughtful readers, boththen and now, will realize this. They should not be misled by the appar-ent simplicity of Pyle’s writing style.
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The study and teaching of the history of broad-
cast news is a relatively recent enterprise —

particularly with respect to the attention given to
television news — which often parallels the lives of
the academics who study and teach the subject. As
a result, some of the research focused on broadcast
news has been based upon the observations of in -
dividuals and events observed firsthand on occa-
sion by those doing the reporting and the research.

This close proximity to history has offered unique opportunities to stim-
ulate interest, offer additional clarity or alternatively debunk some of
the historic narratives from the field, including the many “moments”
one might most readily recall with genuine concerns about authenticity
and accuracy. The members of this panel of four media historians have
ex  periences totaling well over a century in the field and offer consider-
able perspective on the stories they regularly report to their students
and their colleagues. 

Q: What are some of the important stories you regularly tell in class when

covering the history of broadcast news? 

Murray: Recognizing that the history of broadcast news is a sub-set ofthe history of broadcasting, a lot of the early and most significant his-
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torical stories in this broader and more recent range of media activityrevolve around the lives of broadcast inventors and the networkfounders. Don Godfrey has written about some of these innovators and
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inventors, for example, and there are a number of good books availableabout these characters — almost entirely white males. There are somesupport documents available online and also a few excellent broadcastdocumentaries available including Ken Burns’ Empire of the Air andsome other films about specific programs or key performers such asOrson Welles and his War of the Worlds. Those can stimulate class dis-cussions about early radio. And within the broad mix, some peoplefrom an even larger domain of again, again mostly radio, start toemerge as important early managers in terms of the development ofbroadcast news, in particular.From CBS, company founder, William S. Paley and his keyresearcher and ace lieutenant, Dr. Frank Stanton, come to mind. Butmost of us are aware that interest in CBS as just one source of informa-tion about the field is overdone. Since I once worked for that companyin a minor capacity at one point and wrote a dissertation and bookabout CBS News documentaries, most of the stories I tend to relay tostudents in media history classes are reviewed with them as a means ofillustrating some important points about broadcast news development,including the methods of invention and established norms, as well asthe controversies, policies and procedures emerging in that environ-ment. In my case, those topics usually revolve around the key people inthe field, their decision-making processes and the most importantbroadcasts with which they are associated. I also talk more generallyabout the team they developed and the way they worked together.Given this background with opportunities to screen some of the keybroadcasts and talk about their impact, the approach provides a plus interms of offering insight and also a bit of a psychic boost because I am(and always have been) obviously very enthusiastic about the subjectmatter. This means students have to be cautious about conclusions theymight draw from what I am offering, not the least of which are the CBSprograms still widely available for review.
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Beadle: I talk about the history of broadcast news in the Introductionto Mass Media which presents a broad overview of all media. Thiscourse is required for Communication majors and I focus on howbroadcast news developed. Since this generation of students gets mostof their news from Twitter, I try to give them a deeper perspective onhow news has been presented in a broadcast form, not a social mediaform. I often will play the Hindenburg disaster as an example of livebroadcasting. I also use Murrow and his broadcasts from London toshow how live broadcast were international. I tell stories of “TheGolden Age” of TV news. The stories here tend to focus on PresidentKennedy. This includes the Kennedy-Nixon debates, Kennedy’s addressto the nation about the missiles in Cuba, Kennedy at a press conference,the four days of coverage of the Kennedy assassination, and Oswald’smurder. These are all events the students have heard about but don’treally understand how important TV coverage was to the Americanpublic. All these events can be found on YouTube and I have shownmany in class. After watching these clips, discussions tend to focus onthe differences between social media news and historic television newscoverage including 9/11 and more in-depth storytelling based on whatcan be verified.
Smith: For me, it is also important to begin broadcast news history bytalking about the 1930s’ Press-Radio War. It is crucial to discuss thatconflict — in which the wire services initially refused to provide newsto radio stations — because it is emblematic of recurring challengesthat have occurred in media history in which a new technology hasthreatened the livelihood of an existing news medium. We are currentlyexperiencing the latest of those challenges as Internet news threatensthe future of newspapers and traditional broadcast news delivery. It isimportant to understand how journalism history has continuallyrepeated itself in this regard and how the legacy media have sought to
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survive by adapting to a changing technological environment. In addi-tion, it is important to grasp why broadcast news has never been as“free” as U.S. print news. My recent biography of Cecil Brown — andother broadcast history texts — have documented how difficult it hasbeen historically for broadcast news to achieve an equal footing with itsprint counterparts due to the conflicted environment in which it oper-ates. That is, having to adhere to the FCC’s vision for public servicewhile broadcast ownership concurrently required the news entertainand boost audience ratings. 
Ghilani: My approach to the history and historiography of news is anaudience-centered one that examines the roles media have in shapingculture and informing public opinion. The stories and examples I bringinto the classroom skew in that direction and I bring elements of mediahistory into every course I teach, whether it is the explicit theme orsomething that can serve to illustrate a concept or theory. For example,in speech communication courses, we talk about the power of media tocultivate the public as “audience” using the example of the ubiquitouscoverage of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. iconic “I Have a Dream” speech atthe March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom in 1963. Broadcast tel-evision and radio networks covered the march extensively and carriedthe famous speech live. It was the lead story on ABC, CBS, and NBC’sprime time news shows. And it represents a significant moment innews history where ideas about racial equality were relayed to the pub-lic directly from leaders of the Civil Rights Movement, rather than nar-rated about, at a distance via white journalists. I discuss the statistics onpublic approval and how public memory of this famous speech and themarch where it occurred functions with revisionism to make it seem asthough most people were supportive of the messages about civil rightswhen that was not the case.Because my research focuses on the history of advertising in the
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United States, many of my media history courses and units put adver-tising into context, as both an industry and a medium for strategic, per-suasive communication. Advertising aims to reflect and construct cul-ture, therefore some of the most effective and iconic advertisementsare those that have incorporated elements of the zeitgeist. Advertisingcampaigns have become news and been deemed newsworthy onnumerous occasions. Political ads in particular garner a lot of attentionin news media. In courses that focus on advertising history, I talk aboutmedia coverage of political advertisements. For example, I discuss infa-mous attack ads like the 1964 Daisy advertisement from the Lyndon B.Johnson presidential campaign and the 1988 Willie Horton advertise-ment from the George H. W. Bush campaign. Both examples representmoments when ads became national news. I also talk about attempts onbehalf of marketing and advertising to foster “newsworthiness” andgenerate buzz. For example, I tell them about the “Torches of Freedom,”which was a suffragette-inspired public relations campaign crafted byEdward Bernays to encourage women to smoke and to remove thesocial stigma against them doing so. I introduce them to the concept of
Yellow Journalism as a precursor to what they understand today to be“clickbait.”
Q: Which individuals appear at the center of stories you might tell about

major successes — and news work? 

Murray: Starting out — at least in my case — the individuals I alwaystarget for attention would include some of the foundational leaders ofthe field at CBS News: Edward R. Murrow, of course, his producer andprofessional partner, Fred W. Friendly, his writer, Ed Bliss, and some ofthe so-called “Murrow Boys” (and as we know now, a few Murrow“girls”) — people he first recruited to CBS Radio. It’s been argued bysome scholars that Murrow actually became prominent, at least initial-
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ly, in part, because many of those folks he hired and carefully mentored— especially those with whom he worked in London, became very suc-cessful and benefited directly as a by-product of having worked withEd. As we know from the broadcast literature, many of those close con-tacts also later became authors and even journalism professors. It hasbeen pointed-out on many occasions that this was one of the major ele-ments of why Murrow and his team are still well-remembered. I under-stand the criticism in terms of attention and bias they showed. I acceptit and try to get students to understand that this was one aspect at workin the way stories of news development were told by some early insid-ers — at least until relatively recently when some broadcast scholarswe know, namely Mike Conway and Tom Mascaro, have offered betterinsights into the early years of broadcast news. So the story has, tosome extent, changed.As a researcher in the field, there are also stories you might tend tohear more than once when you are investigating an important subject,including some information you elect not to repeat because it doesn’treally relate to the areas you are researching, or the points you are try-ing to address. For many years while I was researching and writingabout the broadcasts of Alistair Cooke over the BBC World Service, net-work insiders would go out of their way to tell me what a difficult anddemanding person Alistair could be. His producers, both here in the U.S.and also in the U.K., would comment about those qualities withoutprompting from me, I guess because that was not at all the popularimage Alistair projected worldwide. He was known to be a perfectionistbut his listeners had no way of knowing that because he wrote very suc-cinctly, just as he spoke. He was always very generous to me so I couldnever see the point of dwelling on those points. Although I would fre-quently reference correspondence I had with him and share some ofthose letters with my students. I would also mention some talks I hadwith other major figures about Alistair’s influence worldwide — includ-
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ing a conversation I once had with Margaret Thatcher. She told me thatshe was a very dedicated listener of Letter from America. It’s highlyunlikely that I would drop that name in a class today. Students wouldnot be impressed and most would not know her. And for a number ofreasons, Alistair’s work has not had the “staying power” in our collec-tive memory as Edward R. Murrow or even Fred Friendly.
Beadle: Murrow and his coverage of World War II is always part of thehistorical perspective of broadcast news. However, I usually start withnewsreels and how important they were before TV so the public couldsee important events. Students seem to appreciate this since theirworld is so visual. There are many sites on line that I use to show themwhat a newsreel was and how important they were especially duringWWII. I often compare WWII newsreel coverage to Vietnam war cover-age on the nightly news. Today, drone strikes can be seen on the inter-net and social media. This leads to many discussions about the changesin visual coverage and the impact pictures have on understanding astory. Another area I discuss is Murrow and his documentary work. I of -ten show a clip of Harvest of Shame. Many of our students are very in -volved in social justice issues and travel to Florida over spring break tovolunteer with the migrant farm workers. It is important for them tounderstand that early news coverage was bringing these issues to thepublic’s attention. Of course, part of this story is the ending of docu-mentaries on CBS and major news networks. This is relevant becausemany students today are very interested in documentaries and theywatch them on YouTube and Netflix. They have a very different idea ofdocumentary form (short, very personal and often not news, but ce -lebrity oriented). It is important that they are exposed to importantdocumentaries and formats of the past. The discussion includes theeconomic aspects of documentary and news divisions.
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Smith: In the early days of broadcast news, there was no primer onhow to do it properly. Its practitioners created the strategies for howbest to present news on the radio largely by trial and error, and undercorporate or government restraint. I try to point out that before EdMur row, H.V. Kaltenborn was the news icon of CBS. As the medium’smost respected early commentator (1930s), Kaltenborn launched thegolden age of radio commentary, which lasted into the early 1950s. Heand Murrow after him, along with the other members of the World WarII CBS team, were idealists. They believed radio news — with its abilityto not only report the sound of news on-location and to utilize thehuman voice as a motivating force — could help solve mankind’s issues.Flash forward to the 1960s, which were momentous years in the devel-opment of broadcast news. Coverage of the Kennedy Assassination andits aftermath demonstrated the power of visual news coverage, re -portage from Vietnam (including Morley Safer’s Cam Ne revelation),and shocking scenes of civil rights’ demonstrations helped changeAmerica’s view of war, society and reportage of news itself forever.That decade culminated with 60 Minutes proving that investigative re -porting could be both commercially and journalistically successful.Then, in 1980, the visionary Ted Turner, launched CNN, and despitenay sayers predicting its failure, took broadcast news delivery to an en -tirely new level of prominence. 
Ghilani: In studying the history of news and mass communication, Ifocus on cultural impact and audience reception so my list of individualfigures is fairly short. Some names that come up beyond broadcastnews are Ida B. Wells, Doyle Dan Bernbach, Edward Bernays, and in themore modern era: Edward R. Murrow or even Katie Couric. But they aremost often names emerging in passing or in relation to story coverage,rather than a key emphasis or focus.Due to increased public scrutiny on the news media and notions
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about real versus “fake” news, I talk about the War of the Worlds radioprogram. We examine the scale and scope of print news coverage aboutthe broadcast, afterwards. I focus on the notion of newsworthiness andhow perceptions can be influential. The War of the Worlds is a usefulstory because of the way many newspapers exaggerated the impact ofthe broadcast because radio was considered to be a threat to printnews dominance. We also talk about the introduction of radio as a dra-matic and pivotal technological intervention into the domestic space.
Q: What sources have you used to acquire information and, when neces-

sary, verify the details of stories you tell?

Murray: I have always recommend parts of the many biographies writ-ten about the life and times of Edward R. Murrow, as well as FredFriend ly’s books including especially Due to Circumstances Beyond Our

Control and Ralph Engelman’s excellent book about Fred and his fore-sight, titled Friendlyvision. I also review some information from EdBliss’ Now the News as a means of relaying information and to gain stu-dent interest and knowledge about some fairly controversial and im -pactful programs including those about Senator Joseph McCarthy andalso Harvest of Shame. I try to cover many sides of the controversiesconcerning those particular programs and the academic literature alsocontaining works about those programs. I’ve also used some of the pub-lished interviews I conducted and published about those over theyears. They include interviews with Fred Friendly, again Murrow’s (andlater Walter Cronkite’s) writer, Ed Bliss, who also edited the Murrow’scollected broadcasts, In Search of Light, and some other network lead-ers, including both Cronkite and Dan Rather. Like many academicsstarting-out with what I believed to be a fairly interesting dissertationtopic, I used some of those sources from preliminary research assign-ments I gave myself to discuss the media influence of Senator Joseph
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McCarthy and McCarthyism. Most of those sources became staffers at
60 Minutes and they include especially Don Hewitt, Joe Wershba,Palmer Williams, Gene DePoris, and a few others, who were willing totalk about it. Surprisingly, one of the most prominent U.S. Senators, Stu -art Symington, who served as a Democratic member of the McCarthyCommittee, refused to talk to me about Senator McCarthy and his meth-ods — or what Symington termed “that sorry period.” Some of my col-leagues speculated that he was just embarrassed from having been as -sociated with that McCarthy-led committee. But he did help me outwith some things later-on, which I really appreciated.
Beadle: That’s a good overview of important sources. A few more spe-cific references might include: The Origins of TV News by Mike Conwaywhich gives an in-depth look at the beginnings of nightly news; A Re -

porter’s Life by Walter Cronkite which offers a personal view of the im -portant news events of the twentieth century; Reporting Live by LesleyStahl covering former President Nixon and Watergate; and anotherbook, That’s the Way It Is: The History of Television News in America byCharles Ponce DeLeon. For a behind the scenes look at Watergate,Katherine Graham’s Personal History is also a very good, if very long,read. 
Smith: The sources that influenced me most early in my academic ca -reer were Eric Barnouw’s three-volume History of Broadcasting in the

United States, and Alexander Kendrick’s Prime Time: The Life of Edward

R. Murrow. In recent years, Edward Bliss’ Now the News, Mitchell Charn -ley’s News by Radio, Cecil Brown’s Suez to Singapore and Irving Fang’s
Those Radio Commentators are books that have broadened my appreci-ation for the depth and breadth of broadcast news history. The primarysources that I have utilized in recent years, and which I heartily recom-mend, exist in the Mass Communications History Collections at the
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Wisconsin State Historical Library in Madison, at the Mass Media andCulture Archives at the University of Maryland in College Park, at theVan derbilt Network News Archive in Nashville and at the Library ofCon gress in Washington, DC. 
Ghilani: For contemporary data, reports, and coverage of the industryand how everyday people use and access news, I rely heavily on rep-utable institutions that focus on journalism and public engagementwith media like the Pew Research Center, The Poynter Institute, theColumbia Journalism Review, ProPublica, and the Center for Innovationand Sustainability in Local Media from the University of North Caro -lina’s School of Media and Journalism. For sources on the longer-termim pact of mass media in US culture, I turn to cultural historians likeRoland Marchand, Lizabeth Cohen, T.J. Jackson Lears, Stuart Ewen, andCharles McGovern. All look at history, mass media, and US culture.
Q: In the course of preparation and verification of material you shared,

have you ever discovered any special errors and / or important omis-

sions? 

Beadle: The omissions that I find most prevalent are the lack of womenin the early history of news. Because I work in an academic unit namedafter an alumnus who became a broadcast icon at NBC News and thehost of Meet the Press, the Tim Russert Department, I always include in -formation I have researched on Martha Rountree, the creative personbehind the initial development of Meet the Press. I wrote a short pieceon Martha Rountree for Notable American Women Susan Ware (Ed.) in2004. I was able to interview her sister and her daughter who providedmaterial and insight into her creativity. Another area of omission is thecontributions of local women. The book Mike and I edited, Indelible Im -

ages, provides some examples. And there are two local women that I
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discuss in class who were pioneers in photojournalism and in televisionnews. So I always include a brief look at photojournalism. This is impor-tant today because multi-media and so-called “backpack” journalistsare asked to do it all today, including photography. A prominent photo-graphic leader, Margaret Bourke-White, began in Cleveland and was apioneer in the use of the visual medium to tell a story. So you mightwant to consider Margaret Bourke-White: A Biography by Vicki Gold -berg. There was also documentary produced by the local public televi-sion that includes an interview with her brother and gives great infor-mation about her beginnings, starting out in Cleveland. Another localpioneer was Dorothy Fuldheim. She was the first women to anchor alocal newscast (1947). Her biography, The First Lady of Television Newsby Patricia More, provides insight into her early work. I was also luckyenough to interview her and my university houses the Northeast OhioBroadcast Archives with many clips of her reporting.
Smith: Many broadcast news historians convey the impression that theCBS team was the first and only news organization to report the earlydays of World War II from Europe. In reality, both NBC and Mutual werereporting from Europe prior to CBS. However, neither possessed theforesight nor corporate support to put together a news organizationthat rivaled the team that Ed Murrow coordinated. That is why CBS re -ceives most of the accolades for its war coverage. In addition, few his-torians acknowledge that Ed Klauber — whom network chief WilliamPaley had hired away from the New York Times — was the man whopossessed the vision for what CBS News would become. Murrow latercited him as developing the strategies that made CBS News synony-mous with the term “journalistic integrity.” However, pointing up howPaley valued style over substance, he fired Klauber, and over the nextdecade or so most of the members of the esteemed Murrow team relo-cated to other networks or left broadcasting altogether because their
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passion for high-quality journalism put them at odds with Paley’s ded-ication to profits and political expediency. 
Murray: Besides oral history interviews, I tried to take the time to cor-respond with some of the network leaders when I first started doingresearch for a few book projects and had good experiences with those,overall. In the age before e-mail and I-phones, some important peoplewould take the time to respond to questions if they thought you wereserious. And I found that sharing some of that information with stu-dents was a great strategy to stimulate their interest in a subject. As Iindicated earlier, many of the news leaders at CBS and 60 Minutes forexample, had worked at the company for some time were sometimeswilling to share information and material. And yes, a number of themany stories I heard and then later shared with students turned-out tohave been in error or at least I later discovered to have been embel-lished somewhat, to say the least. Using popular sources to share infor-mation is always full of potential pitfalls including those from broadcastinterviews and program sources. That would include those from newsand public affairs series — from both commercial and public broadcastsources. You can’t always know what is valid or what’s unique from theperspective of one participant or observer or what might have beenconsidered good PR for them or their company.
Ghilani: I have not but I have had the chance to dispel prevailing mythsabout certain stories. For example, most students have heard of the War

of the Worlds radio broadcast and believed that it was renowned be -cause it caused widespread panic. The response to the broadcast wasfar less pervasive than what most media outlets reported. This was dueto the perceived threat of radio to print journalism. Print journalistsframed the story in a way that made print seem more reliable, trust-worthy, and accurate than radio.
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Although many of my courses incorporate the history of media andmass communication in the United States, I have only begun to developdedicated units that focus on the history of news. At this particular cul-tural moment, it is necessary especially to talk about how the massivestructural changes in journalism combine with the impact of socialmedia to create a climate in which clickbait and fake news can circulateand influence, eroding public opinion about even the most reputableand trustworthy of media institutions 
Q: When omissions or errors occurred, did you still include the back-

ground on any erroneous information you discovered as a means of rein-

forcing the difficult questions of historiography when reviewing material

in class?

Murray: Yes, I think some of the stories can be helpful as long as properperspective and clarification is always provided. Walter Cronkite toldme some stories I often repeat and a few of those also appear as part ofthe Cronkite Remembers video series. One involves his pre-interviewswith candidates Richard Nixon and John F. Kennedy just prior to the
Great Debates. In one instance, Walter talked about using a sports anal-ogy and the issue of good sportsmanship and fairness to get JFK torelent on pressure he and his campaign team were providing to try toget CBS to edit a response he gave that was not very well delivered. Thecandidate relented when it was pointed-out that his opponent hadagreed to “no edit” format. There are also some funny stories related toother big interviews Walter conducted, one of which appeared in docu-mentary format concerning Frank Sinatra. It’s telling to see how bal-anced the approach was and one biographer discussed the abject fearSinatra was experiencing in post-production, after Walter got throughgrilling him about his life and career. Funny stuff.In other instances, 60 Minutes founder Don Hewitt used to tell sto-
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ries, some of which were later questioned by those involved in theevents. Most of them were also of a humorous nature and designed topoke fun at his extreme behavior and occasional odd methods whileworking on a big story or a major edit, on deadline. One of the funniesthad to do with him claiming to have told Dan Rather to physically attacksomeone — “to hit him in the mouth” — in order to get some major his-torical material for the CBS Evening News, namely Abraham Zapruder’s8 mm film of the Kennedy Assassination. Hewitt also repeated thatstory as part of a profile for the American Masters series. He added aspart of the story that he quickly called Dan Rather back on the phoneafter he initially said it to him — to indicate that he had changed hismind: “Dan, don’t do that. That’s the stupidest thing I ever said.”Dan Rather indicated to me that he had no recollection whatsoeverof that particular phone interaction and actually doubted that it everhappened. But I believe that by including that story as part of the PBSseries (and in my class notes), the point was driven home and empha-sized as an illustration of Don’s intensity and dedication, and also as asymptom of what he thought it took to be successful in the field. It’stelling that the sequence in which that story was told was followed inthat PBS program by Walter Cronkite seen reinforcing Don’s enthusi-asm to get to the news at almost any cost, with Walter’s added occasion-al concern that Don may have, on occasion, gone too far. Don Hewittalso liked to repeat another story about his post-presidential interac-tions with Richard Nixon. It concerned his service as director of the firstof the so-called historic “Great Debates” against John F, Kennedy. In dis-cussing that broadcast, Hewitt always emphasized, as some othersources have done as well, how much better Kennedy appeared on tel-evision versus Nixon, who appeared to be sick and pale. He had refusedthe chance to have some make-up applied to improve his appearance.And Hewitt claimed that many years later, he asked Nixon off-camera ifhe had ever regretted not letting the make-up person try to improve his
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appearance in an effort to bolster prospects to become the nation’sleader. Asked if he thought that by merely adding some make-up hemight have been elected U.S. President? Nixon reportedly, at least inDon Hewitt’s account, told him: “Yeah, and I’d probably be dead now,too.”That was another one of Hewitt’s often repeated stories, and in thiscase, one he told again on the Bob Costas’ Later program on NBC, with-out having another source or means to validate it, or alternative way ofknowing whether that conversation had actually happened, or at leastin terms of how colorfully and often it was told. But that story — andthe re-telling of it, does reinforce for students how competitive nationalpolitics can be during an American Presidential election. Dan Rathertold me another story about coverage years later when viewers seemedto hold a grudge about the way their community had been falsely por-trayed.
Beadle: As we discussed earlier, rather than focus on questionable orerroneous information, I always try to center attention on incompleteinformation, especially with respect to the subject of women in broad-cast news. In all my classes I include information on the importance ofwomen in broadcast journalism and the important role they played inthe development of the field. And I always try to connect history with alocal person or event. And whenever possible, I also try to connect thepast with the present. These connections and occasional revisions ofinformation make history more relevant to the students.
Smith: I agree — absolutely. It is important for students to understandthat history is continually undergoing revision as new sources are dis-covered, some of which shed new light on topics about which we previ-ously thought we knew the whole truth. Particularly in the area ofbroadcast news historiography, it can be challenging to secure artifacts
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to paint a full picture of events and personalities. This is because mostof the analog recordings from previous decades have either disintegrat-ed or been discarded. Nevertheless, if one is willing to do the legwork,quality examples from yesteryear can be accessed. It is important tounderstand that history is never complete, that there are always newin sights that can be derived from previously under-utilized or undis-covered sources. For example, while Murrow deserves the accolades hereceived broadcast news did not develop solely at CBS. Historians whomake that assumption — based on what some previous historians havewritten — fail to deliver the whole story — the full truth.
Ghilani: Whenever possible, I try to include as much as I can about theimpact of myths and misinformation to evidence some of the complicat-ed and nuanced aspects of the dissemination of content in both distantand digital eras. “Watershed coverage” examples that I raise includemo ments when journalists and even advertisements became the sub-ject of the news: the Sinking of the Lusitania and how media coveragehelped foster public approval of the United States’ entrance into WWI;then later, again in terms of military coverage when Mike Wallace con-ducted interviews regarding the circumstances of the My Lai massacrefrom the Vietnam era; and the attacks on September 11th, 2001; andthe way that social media and crowdsourcing shaped the coverage ofthe Boston Marathon Bombing, particularly during the police pursuit ofthe culprits. We know now that stories like these represent momentsaround which publics are cultivated and assembled through media cov-erage. Due to technological shifts in mass communication, not all ofthese moments involve people crowding around a literal television, butthey entail it in a figurative way. 
Q: Are any of your stories based on personal experience — beyond “War

Stories” that might not fit into a broader historical context?
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Murray: When you consider personal experiences extending backalmost a good half century now, in my case, you can imagine that itmight invite some personal second-guessing, including occasions whenI was participating in some ancient event, usually as a reporter. Thefirst time I covered Richard Nixon I was still an undergraduate student.My friends and students have heard some of these stories ad nauseam.Briefly, I felt an understanding “right out of the gate” that the approach-es used by Nixon’s media advance teams were very sophisticated fortheir time, and also very effective — especially in terms of setting-upmass meetings with targeted people in the audience, including someproviding pre-screened questions. These methods were later copied bymany candidates using TV. That way, candidates could consider them asa means of insuring some thoughtful responses and avoiding confusionor unwanted controversy. So yes, if you have those kinds of experiencesearly in a career — at least in my case, you do have a tendency to thinkabout them and share them if appropriate, as time goes by. In terms ofthis example, the technology and the blanket cable coverage havechanged things so much that if you heard the same or similar questionscoming from adults — or teenagers — in different cities today, youwould pick-up on the strategies being used and be able to dissect howthey were employed pretty fast.In terms of reviewing them years later, I did have some opportuni-ties from my own very early “minor league” coverage, and also with thebenefit of feedback from some “major leaguers” I got to know or workwith. On one occasion I can remember asking Walter Cronkite if he feltcomfortable with the efforts CBS News was using to cover attempts bythe national political parties and their candidates to control coverage inconjunction with strategies later outlined in Joe McGinnis’ book, The

Selling of the President. That popular book closely chronicled some ef -forts to try to micro-manage press coverage by carefully orchestratingand controlling events and by limiting media access to Richard Nixon.
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Walter just said, “Well of course we do. If we know about them, we tryto report on them.” 
Beadle: I was privileged to have interviewed three local women whosestories I use in my all classes: Dorothy Fuldheim, Alice Weston andDoris O’Donnell (a local newspaper reporter). The story I tell for eachwoman is that of a groundbreaker. Because the media job market ischallenging for young graduates, I use these stories as a way to encour-age people to follow their dream. It was difficult for all these women tosucceed, but they persisted and opened doors for all of us who followedand helped contribute to news coverage that today is more balanced.
Smith: My oral history interviews with Cecil Brown’s 100-year old wifeand his nephew provided nuances regarding his personality and thoseof relations with his colleagues and superiors (including Murrow andPaley) that had previously not found their way into print. Although theyall could not be verified with other sources — and therefore could notbe used — they were important in adding understanding to how andwhy historic figures, who have been either lionized or villainized, werereal people who possessed fallible personalities and acted in the waythey did because of varied and often complex motives. While I have notinterviewed the notable individuals that Michael has, I have had inter-esting experiences in conducting research.I have found archivists to be some of the most helpful individuals Ihave encountered anywhere. Most of them have sincerely cared abouthelping me conduct research, and they typically have taken a personalinterest in the project on which I was working. In the summer of 2014,when I traveled to the Wisconsin Historical Society to do research onBrown’s papers, upon arriving I was shocked to learn that my laptophad quit working, jeopardizing the entire week of research that layahead. Thankfully, a graduate student employed at the archives
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checked out a laptop from the University of Wisconsin in his name, sothat I could use it for the week, and refused any remuneration. On thesame project, I interviewed widowed Brown’s wife — who lived in LosAn geles — multiple times over the course of two years. Although a cen-tenarian, she was a delight, willing to share personal stories and pos-sessing an amazingly accurate memory for events that had occurredseventy years before. She took me into her confidence, and we formeda personal relationship. Upon completion of the book, she sent me thering her deceased husband had tenaciously clung to in the South ChinaSea in 1941 after surviving the sinking of the British warship The

Repulse. Those are experiences that make primary source researchgratifying. 
Ghilani: I use oral history and guest speakers to help add texture andex periential understanding to my classes. I bring in archival materialsto help enrich the learning space and encourage students to engagewith rare documents. Guest speakers will often include “War Stories”about what happens in the field. My personal experience in journalismhas been primarily via digital media. I have discussed my digital mediaex perience from over 10 years in blogging and in creating content for
CBS.com‘s Pittsburgh affiliate. But there are not many War Stories tospeak of from that experience because this has been something I do onthe side when I have time to spare, which is a lot less often than it usedto be. 
Q: What stories do you think are most important for students interested

in understanding the history of television in terms of news reporting?

Murray: In our current era, it seems like political reporting has kind oftaken-over the public consciousness at least in terms of adult viewersand overall public interest in news, by comparison to other important
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areas. The cable companies are now driven by political reporting andprimarily on political conflict. But that might just reflect some ongoingbiases and the increased level of competition, plus the very large num-ber of new players we see in the field today. Newspaper reporters andcolumnists have become prominent as “talking heads” on cable, andthis passes for some people as news as opposed to commentary. Again,since this is being driven by cable news and also a.m. radio with veryspecial interest in the current political administration there is a newand ever-evolving “cast of characters” even from outside of Washing -ton, D.C., and some of them are obviously still learning “on the job.” Thismakes them especially ripe for scrutiny and criticism even if there arefewer formal critics available to comment on their work as opposed tocomparison to the old days of newspaper dominance in which everymajor newspaper had at least one “so-called” media critic or TV criticwho had worked in the field. As far as television history is concerned,we know now that research on the medium’s formative years concen-trated primarily on the homogenizing effect of network television. DonGodfrey and I tried to address this tendency in the book, Television in

America, and Mary Beadle and I also followed with a book about womenin television titled Indelible Images.
Beadle: The most important stories for me are how TV brought thenews into the homes of the American public. It was immediate and visu-al unlike newsreels, photojournalism and radio. Historical examples al -ways provoke discussion about changes in news coverage today. Socialmedia bring the stories immediately to individuals, not to the home.Broadcast news created a common culture, but social media has creat-ed individual experiences that may or may not be shared. I often use thecoverage of war to demonstrate this difference. YouTube has many clipsto choose. These include: Newsreels from WWII or Korea, Vietnam, Iraqwar (the first one) with CNN coverage live, Second Iraq War after 9/11,
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drone coverage and the use of embedded reporters.
Smith: Stories related to the current presidency need to be put in con-text of stories that related to previous presidencies. Outside of the occa-sional NPR or PBS story and some online sites, broadcast news has typ-ically done a poor job of reporting on its own performance. In theirweekly Newshour segment, I recently heard analysts Mark Shields andDavid Brooks compare the legal investigations of the current presiden-cy to those that occurred during Richard Nixon’s Administration. I citethem because they provided both a unique and insightful historical per-spective. In a similar vein, it is important to understand the differencesof war coverage dating from World War II until today. U.S. governmentand military censorship — or lack thereof — has varied across the spanof seventy-five years. Students need to appreciate what the Americanpublic hears or does not hear about U.S. military activities, and howwhat they hear impacts public opinion and the military’s activitiesabroad. It also is important not to overlook local or non-Great Manbroad cast history. Several of my projects have dealt with previouslyoverlooked individuals who played important roles in helping theircommunities understand how local issues fit into the nation’s larger sit-uation; or individuals, such as Brown (a forgotten Murrow Boy), whohelped Americans overcome their 1940s’ isolationism. Such case stud-ies can help scholars understand, for example, the differences in theway nations view journalists’ right to report, or how employee rela-tions can call into questions a journalist’s First Amendment rights. 
Ghilani: I think it is important for young students who may be lessfamiliar or even unfamiliar with television news to understand how itcontinues to dominate as the primary venue for news information,across age groupings. Even as digital sources rise in influence and printdeclines, the Pew Research Center’s studies of how people in the US get
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their news continue to demonstrate that television is at the top.Since most of them identify social media as their primary sourcefor news information, we talk about medium theory and the problemsof filter bubbles, algorithmic feeds, and what happens when people re -ceive all of their news information via private companies that have adominant objective to generate advertising revenue, rather than func-tion to circulate reliable journalism.We talk about the relentless pace of news now versus the pace thatjournalists work with in other media as well as other eras. We talkabout what that pace means for verifying information and putting to -gether careful stories. We also talk about what it means for publics tohave to wait for information and how that changes the relationshipbetween audiences and media.
Q: Do any of the stories you relay to students regularly, address some key

challenges in terms of the study of the history of broadcast news?

Murray: Yes, providing a balance of information can be an importantchallenge. The general public is especially sensitive to the perception ofliberal bias right now and students are also well-aware of these con-cerns. Some events and the participants in them have tended to createinteresting stories but they are often a lot more nuanced by comparisonto the stark way they are presented. If you go back to basics and review,for example, the Murrow and McCarthy programs, you can see howboth liberals and conservatives picking-out instances in which thingsap pear to be lacking balance. Believe it or not, I once had a conversationwith William F. Buckley and he highlighted for me one of the broadcastsfrom the See It Now series which portrayed a certain individual as hav-ing been a victim of McCarthyism, when the unvarnished truth, at leastaccording to Bill Buckley, was quite the opposite of that. Talking aboutan individual — the subject of a televised hearing which See it Now cov-
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ered — Buckley insisted of a witness: “Well, she WAS guilty, you know.”Of course, he was well-known as an ardent supporter of McCarthy andco-authored a book about his detractors, but students could benefitfrom getting information beyond what sometimes appears to be “set instone,” in this instance, a complaint that the See It Now team was notproviding an accurate picture, although they repeatedly claimed tohave done so.
Beadle: The biggest challenge is providing students a historical contextto understand the importance of events in broadcast journalism. Forex ample, the era of McCarthyism needs to be clearly explained for themto understand the importance of See It Now and the risk that CBS tookin airing a challenge to McCarthy. The other challenge is the influenceof advertising on the content of documentary programs aired on net-works.
Smith: The lack of access to audio and video recordings from previouseras can make broadcast news history particularly challenging, but notimpossible. Most of the archives I mentioned have digitized historic re -cordings. So they are available for listening or viewing, and in a few in -stances, personal correspondence and news scripts have been pre-served as well. While many of the high-profile broadcasters have writ-ten books about their experiences, others did not compile documentsre lated to their work. On the other hand, if you can track them down,some of the individuals involved in broadcast news history, former col-leagues, or members of their audiences, remain alive for oral historyinterviews. The great thing about broadcast news is that it is a relative-ly young enterprise, which makes oral history a legitimate research toolfor revelatory sources. 
Ghilani: Yes, I talk about how — when you study something that relates
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so much to understanding audiences and cultural history — it is diffi-cult to determine what things were “really like” and how collectivememory can be especially flawed.
Q: Do any stories you tell relate as well to other courses — in other areas

— such as media law, broadcast writing and reporting, or other media-

related courses you might teach regularly?

Murray: Before I became so darn “distinguished” and “emeritus” —and still taught a full load of courses — some of the major legal cases wewould regularly review in the Media Law classes and also from casestudies in the Media Law and Ethics textbook (co-authored with RoyMoore, Mike Farrell and Kyu Youm) would revolve around stories ofma jor cases and the characters driving attention to certain kinds of nar-ratives with respect to Libel or some other area of interest. Many of ourcolleagues in Mass Communication and Journalism have written a lotabout the important Civil Liberties and Civil Rights cases and there aredefinitely some important Libel cases carrying especially importantmessages for students with an ambition to work in the field. In terms ofthe other research I’ve used in class, I have also had additional conver-sations with individuals who were very proud of their special coverage.Those would include most famously: John Siegenthaler, but also TomBrokaw and Dan Rather, for example, who reported from the field inthe South on the Civil Rights story and then discussed first-hand expe-riences describing the brutality, chicanery and blatant stupidity in -volved in opposing progress or keeping people from the right to vote. 
Beadle: I include information about news in Introduction to MassMedia, Communication Ethics, Documentary, and Diversity and Media.I have already discussed content for Introduction and Documentary. InCommunication Ethics, I use the story of Stephen Glass, a reporter for
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The New Republic who made up stories published by the magazine. I usethe film, Shattered Glass, to look at questions of responsibility and loy-alty in the coverage of news events. Watching this film and the subse-quent class discussion provides a context for looking at “fake news” andthe importance of verification of facts. It is important for students tounderstand this is not a new phenomenon. Other historical issues Ioften include are the NBC Dateline scandal of rigging GM pickup trucksto blow up, Brian Williams’ lies regarding his coverage of the Iraq warand the Dan Rather controversy about forged documents regardingPresident Bush’s Vietnam Era service. In the areas related to Diversityand Media, I use many of the Pew studies and the RTDNA reports thatlook at diversity in the newsrooms. The focus in both these classes is toanalyze stories based on the concept of framing. The RTDNA Womenand Minorities reports also includes historical data from 1990 aboutsalaries and employment in radio and television.
Smith: Utilization of news scripts and recordings to analyze how therespected practitioners of broadcast news produced stories offer excel-lent models for students to understand how sound, video and writingwork together to bring a story alive for the audience. The craft of creat-ing excellent broadcast news never goes out of style. I have a biastoward radio news and how to write word pictures in the style that theMurrow Boys did, and which NPR continues to do today. I typicallyshare these examples with students when I teach courses such as Audiofor Journalists and Sports Broadcasting. It also is important to sharestories about the courage of journalists in getting stories, so that stu-dents un derstand that broadcast news is not a profession for the weakof heart. They need to hear about the Murrow Boys going on bombingmis sions over Europe, Fred Friendly resigning at CBS because he be -lieved the public must see congressional hearings about prosecution ofthe Vietnam War, and Iraqi troops imprisoning Bob Simon during the
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Gulf War. In addition, examples of ethical — or unethical — behavior ofbroadcast journalists are important for students to understand in theMedia Ethics’ course. Students see too many examples these days ofbroadcast journalists violating the standards that their predecessorsbelieved were sacrosanct. In all my courses, I make the point that, con-trary to their view that broadcast news is primarily show business,there have been high-principled “giants” in the field before them, andstudents need to see the profession as a public service “calling,” not justa high-profile, paying job.
Ghilani: Definitely. My courses focusing on speech communication,advertising, and film as well as cultural studies, gender studies, and dig-ital media all include examinations of the history of mass communica-tion and the influence of media on everyday life. I find it to be a subjectthat is interdisciplinary to a large degree.
Q: Regarding coverage of major events emerging from the history of

American broadcast news, what sources would you recommend for veri-

fying information or getting some added in-depth coverage on key issues

related to the field?

Murray: Some of the best sources sometimes reside outside of ourfield. They were created and covered by people involved in the devel-opment of the story; acknowledging some of the key characters whotook a serious risk in the telling of them. When I was putting together asmall book for classroom use about local reporting methods and CivilRights in Missouri, I reverted back to some primary source documentsto examine hiring patterns. I discovered that one of our long-term U.S.Representatives, who was previously a St. Louis Alderman, had con-ducted and then published a report about hiring practices that focuseddirectly on the local press itself. It uncovered some very unpleasant
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truths about the number and the nature of positions held by minoritieswhich obviously had an impact on story selection and the way storiesfrom that era were being reported. Within the context of a “BroadcastWriting and Reporting” class, the re-telling and study of those kinds ofstories can offer some additional insights into what was uncoveredmore recently and what is still happening today.
Beadle: Archival footage is often helpful. I am fortunate that I have ac -cess to an archive located on campus. I have used clips of the urbanriots in the 1960s to discuss the Kerner Commission report. In the Di -versity and Media class, we discuss how news covers minority groups.The students review the main findings of the Kerner Com mission aboutthe lack of reporting about the situation in the inner cities. This leads todiscussion about the coverage of stories today and how stories areframed. Based on the Kerner Commission, we discuss changes in re -porting and the importance of social media and the internet for minor-ity groups to have a voice.
Smith: A number of scholars in other academic areas have completedprojects that — while not relating directly to broadcast news — pro-vide insights for topics in broadcast news. Consulting such sources canhelp build context for studies. As a reviewer of prospective journal arti-cles in broadcast news, I sometimes find authors framing the story as ifit occurred in a vacuum. This is never the case, and if the context is notincluded, the study is incomplete. For example, while researching newscommentary that went against the popular historical narrative duringWorld War II that Americans wholeheartedly supported the war effort,I found that this was not necessarily the case. Articles in the Journal of

American History provided the context in which anti-war commentaryplayed a role. In addition to consulting appropriate issues of major U.S.newspapers for criticism and analysis of radio and television news
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(New York Times, Chicago Tribune and Los Angeles Times), researchersshould not overlook smaller-circulation newspaper archives, such as
Newspapers.com, in which they will find articles related to broadcastnews. A researcher should also be aware that the entire number of thetrade magazine, Broadcasting, dating to its beginning in 1931, can beac cessed free online. Speaking of online, there is a plethora of broadcasthistory sources online, too many to mention here, but a good startingpoint is with the Museum of Broadcasting and American Radio Historysites. 
Ghilani: One of the documentaries I most enjoy screening with stu-dents — one that does an effective job to overview significant changesin political and presidential news conventions comes from Bill Moyers,called Illusions of News. It was part of a series titled The Public Mind,examining media influence in culture. Illusions of News in particularfocuses on broadcast television news and the evolution of political,presidential news beats and conventions. Moyers relays the ways inwhich the Reagan administration was pivotal in reforming the style ofpresidential news coverage on television. Michael Deaver is one of thepeople interviewed by Moyers and he talks about the significance ofvisual imagery toward strategic persuasion and framing stories. Deaverwas instrumental in shaping presidential news coverage by staging var-ious photo opportunities and distributing video footage that was at -tractive and favorable enough to offset narrations comprised of criticalcoverage. Deaver thought that as long as there were attractive imagesproviding the visuals, any kind of coverage would result in favorablepublic opinions about President Reagan. Journalist, Leslie Stahl is alsointerviewed and talks about how she initially did not realize that thiswas a tactic specifically designed to distract from what she would say.I prefer using these kinds of examples because they allow studentsto engage with political news without fearing social repercussions or
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drawing political lines in the classroom. The privilege of historical dis-tance allows them to speak openly about their views without revealingpartisan allegiances.
Q: What would you consider to be most valuable in terms of comparing

how issues in broadcast news you cover in class developed in terms of of -

fering a progression of events on that topic with comparisons to how they

currently function?

Murray: Taking a topical approach is probably the most effective strat-egy to get at some deeply rooted facts in a story. This requires somecontent expertise and that recognition also helps to best understandwhy a particular story or kind of story has not been reported-on effec-tively; or perhaps why you would consider it to have been under-re -ported, under-covered. If you consider technical, medical or scientificstories, you can see the complexity with the reporting, especially withinthe context of broadcast news. So, mass communication historiographyliterature has developed in some instances around some widely misun-derstood or misinterpreted events that have a basis in science or tech-nology. They require a great deal of expertise and a special, long-termcommitment to a story.
Beadle: Unfortunately, the coverage of war is an interesting story tolook at across time. From newsreels of WWII and the Korean War, toVietnam, to both Iraq wars, to the use of drone coverage, technologyhas changed the coverage of war. It is important to look at how thesetechnologies have changed the story of war and the reaction of theaudience.
Smith: I like to tell students the content of broadcast news is not broad-cast news. The electronic media present a powerful platform on which
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stories about culture, medicine, politics, sports and many more topicshave been and are presented. Therefore, broadcast news researchneeds to become immersed in the topic with which the researcher isdealing in a study. This requires a great deal of reading and perhapsconsulting with experts in the related field beyond chronicling theevent(s) under analysis. (This can present an opportunity for the re -searcher to move outside his own academic “silo” and become ac -quainted with a colleague(s) in other disciplines.) Of course, you cannotexpect to become as knowledgeable as that colleague, but you need togain an informed, working knowledge of the discipline, so that you canproperly frame broadcasters’ reportage of it. Over the years, my vari-ous projects have broadened and deepened my familiarity with special-ty areas with which I previously was only knowledgeable in a cursorymanner. 
Ghilani: In general I think it is necessary to put contemporary mo -ments into context with history. I try to resist the kinds of historicalmethods that become stories of great individuals. I think incorporatinghistory is something that enriches every kind of class environment.
Q: Are there any works you use with revealing insights about historic cov-

erage on special issues by broadcast news?

Smith: In the realm of radio, I have students listen to classic broadcastssuch as Murrow’s This is London reports, FDR’s “Fireside Chats,” andeven a narrator’s reading of Ernie Pyle’s “The Death of Captain Was -kow.” Of course, the latter was not originally a broadcast story, but it isa splendid example of a journalist’s use of words to paint a scene thatcommunicates pathos and greater meaning than the event itself.Students today — who have grown up in a completely visual mediaworld — have zero understanding of the power of the Theater of the
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Mind concept with radio audiences. I typically link such recordingswith recent NPR stories, which link the strategy of using sound to helpthe audience become a part of the story. (Ironically, the CBS team wasprohibited from recording sound, but that did not stop them from re -porting from locations where the sound of news was overheard in thebackground). Most certainly the films Good Night and Good Luck and
The Insider are important to screen. Both are docudramas (not entirelyfactual), and students sometimes consider them ponderous viewing,but the films reveal the process and challenges broadcasters have facedwith the reporting of controversial issues and the push-back from net-work executives who feared the ramifications of airing them. I also uti-lize a wonderful PBS documentary, narrated by Jane Pauley and pro-duced more than a decade ago, that focuses on how the media coveredPresident Kennedy’s Assassination. The value of the documentary isthat it identifies the role television played in covering the tragedy andthe funeral in the days afterward. But, even more importantly for jour-nalism scholars, it marks the coverage as the end of the heyday of news-paper coverage of breaking news and the realization that televisionwould replace newspapers as the medium that Americans paid themost attention to for breaking news. Of course, the networks expandedtheir evening newscasts from 15-minutes to one-half hour shortlythereafter.
Murray: With regard to important stories and sharing with students, inmy own case, I try to remind myself periodically that since they didn’t“live it,” they are, of course, less likely to be aware of the significance —or the fact that they might have even seen it — but still have forgotten.I always like to pick an era and present various approaches to a subjectlike reporting crime and punishment. I will review some of the majorcrime stories from the broadcast literature, for example, beginningwith the CBS Radio broadcast, Who Killed Michael Farmer — another
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Murrow classic. When I was in graduate school my senior professor, JoeWolfe, made the case that one documentary in particular was a modelin terms of being well structured and very well-sourced, includingmany participants: gang members, witnesses, social workers, parentsand the judge in this case. More recent examples would likely includethose from the era of “New Journalism” of the nineteen sixties includingbackground information from many print stories which form the basisfor broadcast coverage. I talk about major works like In Cold Bloodstarting as a highly regarded book and a topic revisited for broadcast.The work of individual reporters also comes to mind on that “beat”such as Edna Buchanan reporting on crime from Miami. I use her book,
The Corpse Had a Familiar Face, to reinforce the importance of good sto-rytelling. Major local political stories can also be very important beyond
The Pentagon Papers, The Selling of the Pentagon, the Watergate storyand Woodward and Bernstein.We have an advantage now because documents in a lot of cases arenow available on-line and the coverage of some areas which used to beconsidered “taboo” is now widely accepted. AMC recently ran a six-part“made for cable’ series about The Clinton Affair containing quite a lot onpress coverage on the plight of Monica Lewinsky in the wake of pressscrutiny in the era of the “Me too” movement. On this topic, there arealso a lot of cases from the field of broadcast news involving Roger Ailesand the leadership at FOX-TV and bad actors at the other major net-works:, namely Les Moonves, Charlie Rose and Matt Lauer. I suspecttheir tawdry tales will eventually also show-up in the form of documen-taries and even feature films. I used to use a series of C-SPAN tapes I re -ceived through support from Purdue University on the entire Gary Hart“Monkey Business” episode. It consisted of three tapes and a discussionon media ethics. There is currently a popular film about the subject. ButI found the actual “real-life” press coverage shared with students a lotmore frightening — and sick — than anything a movie could possibly
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portray on that topic. It could have just as easily been titled “The Hunt”and /or “The Hunted.” But some of our colleagues have also put togeth-er some revealing books about stories from relatively recent media his-tory including comparisons from other examples from journalism his-tory. A couple of them come to mind including Brooke Kroeger’s Un -

dercover Reporting: The Truth about Deception and also Chad Raphael’s
Investigated Reporting. Our colleague, Joe Campbell, has also publisheda number of works focusing on established media myths, mistakes andmisinterpretations about key events and eras from the study of journal-ism history. Those are important and interesting to point out within thecontext of reviewing that material with students.
Ghilani: I think the War of the Worlds broadcast — the reaction to it aswell as coverage of it by the media of that broadcast day — functions asa very useful example for historiography. It evidences a moment inwhich the press shaped and also reframed an event in the wake of influ-ence to foster a more favorable position for the field. 
Beadle: PBS’ The American Experience, Breaking News of the 1930s ishelpful in exploring what we mean by “breaking news.” In 2007, thecoverage of the Virginia Tech shootings demonstrated for the first timethat social media led media sources for breaking news. The impact ofthat event and the reporting of rumors or unverified fact by major newssources has changed the way media report the news. The Transfor -

mation of Network News (Nieman Reports, 1999) discusses the rela-tionship between the business of broadcasting and what news is cov-ered. This leads to discussions about news coverage today related to“clicks vs. content.” In general, it is important for students to actuallysee TV news because generally speaking, they don’t watch TV as muchas they use social media or streaming sources. They may play an em -bedded video but often not the full clip. News is a different experience
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for the students today. So, I try to connect historical information withtoday’s media. Since most of the students I teach are Communicationmajors, and not journalism students, I approach the history of broad-cast journalism as something they need to know to understand the in -formation they are receiving and why being a smart user of news is im -portant to be an effective, well-informed citizen. 
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Ford Risley, the editor of the history journal Amer -

ican Journalism, is a professor at Pennsylvania
State Univer sity, where he serves as associate dean
of the Bellisario College of Communications. He is
the author or editor of four books, including Abo -

lition and the Press: The Moral Struggle Against

Slavery, for which he won the American Jour nal ism
Historians Association’s Book of the Year Award in
2009. His most recent book is Dear Courier: The Civil

War Correspondence of Editor Melvin Dwi nell (2018). He is a former
presi dent of the AJHA. He re ceived his Ph.D. in mass communication
from the Uni versity of Florida.

Q: Tell us a little about your family background — where you were born

and grew up, your education, and so forth.

Risley: I was born in North Carolina, but grew up in Jacksonville, Flor -ida. My mother was a school librarian, and reading was a big thing inour family. I spent many hours in the little Willowbranch Library inJack sonville. I became interested in journalism during my first year atAu burn University, and I began working for our weekly student news-paper, which was a great experience. After working as a reporter fornine years, I earned my master’s degree at the University of Georgia. Ithen got my Ph.D. at the University of Florida.
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Q: What did you do professionally before going into teaching?

Risley: I was a reporter at newspapers in Florida and Georgia. I alsoworked as a freelance writer while I was in graduate school to help paythe bills.
Q: Where, and what courses, have you taught?

Risley: I’ve been lucky to spend my entire teaching career at PennState. I teach our undergraduate media history course regularly andour graduate media history seminar when we offer it. I also teach massmedia law from time to time. I used to teach journalism skills classes,but I haven’t done that since I took over administrative duties.
Q: Tell us about your background in history — When did you first get

interested in historical research? How did your education prepare you to

be a historian?

Risley: I got interested in historical research while taking a graduateseminar with Wally Eberhard at Georgia. He encouraged us to do anoriginal research project and I was quickly hooked. At the time, wewere living in Marietta, Georgia, not far from Kennesaw Mountain,which was one of the major battles during the Atlanta campaign of theCivil War. My wife and I spent a lot of time hiking in the area, and I start-ed thinking about what it was like to report the Civil War. At Florida, Iwas fortunate to take several terrific seminars with faculty like LesSmith. I also owe a great debt to John Inscoe and Bertram Wyatt-Brown,who were on the history faculty at Georgia and Florida, respectively.They welcomed me into their seminars just like I was a graduate stu-dent in the history department.
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Q: Who or what have been the major influences on your historical outlook

and work?

Risley: Since I work in the Antebellum and Civil War eras, my big influ-ences have been historians working in this period such as JamesMcPherson, C. Vann Woodward, James Stewart, Merton Dillon, and Rus -sell Nye. Of course, I also owe a great debt to many journalism histori-ans, particularly Hazel Dicken-Garcia, Gerald Baldasty, Jeff Smith, Deb -bie van Tuyll, David Bulla and, of course, Cutler Andrews.
Q: What are the main areas or ideas on which you concentrate your his-

torical work?

Risley: My research has focused on Antebellum and Civil War-era jour-nalism. I’m interested in the role of the press in reporting and editori-alizing on this pivotal period. I’m also interested in how the press de -veloped during this time.
Q: Summarize for us the body of work — books, journal articles, and so

forth — that you have done related to history. 

Risley: I’ve published articles in America Journalism and Journalism

History. I think it’s important for media historians to publish in main-stream history journals. So I’ve also published articles in Civil War

History and Georgia Historical Quarterly. My books include Abolition

and the Press: The Moral Struggle Against Slavery (Northwestern Uni -versity Press) and Civil War Journalism (Praeger). I recently publishedan edited collection, Dear Courier: The Civil War Correspondence of Ed -

itor Melvin Dwinell (University of Tennessee Press).
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Q: Of the books you have written, from which ones did you get the most

satisfaction?

Risley: I enjoyed writing Abolition and the Press because I had nevertackled the subject of antislavery newspapers and their role in the de -bate about ending slavery. It’s a complicated subject with a lot of play-ers. So putting the story together in a way the readers could understandwas a challenge that I think I managed. In Civil War Journalism I had atall or der in telling the story of the journalism of both the North andSouth during the war. There was a great deal of material to cover, but Ilike the way it turned out. Dear Courier was a labor of love because edit-ing a collection of 200 letters is tiresome work. However, I was glad togive the editor of a small town newspaper the attention he deserved.
Q: We realize that it is difficult to judge one’s own work — and that the

most accomplished people are often the most modest — but if you had to

summarize your most important contributions to the field of JMC history,

what would they be?

Risley: I would like to think that I’m one of the historians who havehelped us to have a far better understanding of Civil War-era journal-ism. This was not an area that was studied much three decades ago, butfortunately it is now. Civil War Journalism synthesized a lot of that re -search, not only my own, of course, but also that of many other peopledoing outstanding research.
Q: As you look back over your career, if you could do anything differently,

what would it be?

Risley: I wish that I didn’t have to rush through my Ph.D. program. Mywife and I had started a family and we couldn’t afford for me to spend
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more than three years as a student. I left Florida “ABD” and madly fin-ished my dissertation during my first year at Penn State. That was hard,of course, but it also meant that I didn’t get to read as many standardworks as I would have liked. I spent several years catching up on thereading I would probably have been able to do if I could have spentanother year in the Ph.D. program.
Q: Tell us about your “philosophy of history” (of historical study in general

or of JMC history in particular) or what you think are the most important

principles for studying history.

Risley: I don’t know that I have a philosophy of history. I think historyshould have a strong narrative thread. We should never forget the rootword of history is “story.” When it comes to media history, I think con-text is critical. Without that we don’t get a complete picture.
Q: How would you evaluate the quality of work being done today in JMC

history — its strengths and weaknesses?

Risley: I think the quality of historical work is better than it’s everbeen. As editor of American Journalism, I see a lot of good research onin teresting and important subjects. Most folks doing media history re -search today have received excellent training and they put it to use intackling subjects. Personally, I would like to see more works of mediahistory looking at big subjects. We need authors who want to tacklebroad questions that will be of interest to more people. The “Visions ofthe American Press” book series that David Abrahamson spearheadshas been a great step toward doing that. We need more works like thekind published in the series.
Q: What do you think we in JMC history need to be doing to improve the
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status of JMC history in (1) JMC education and (2) the wider field of histo-

ry in general?

Risley: We need to continue fighting for the essential role of history inthe curriculum. We also need to take every opportunity to include his-torical perspectives in other classes we teach. We need more media his-torians publishing in mainstream historical journals. Media historiansalso need to write commentary that provides historical perspective oncurrent events.
Q: What challenges do you think JMC history faces in the future?

Risley: History has always faced the challenge of being relevant. That’scertainly the case in our field where we are so concerned about what’sgoing on now. We need to constantly remind our colleagues that historyinforms our understanding of the present and can be a guide to whatwill happen in the future. 
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Kathy Roberts Forde received the Frank Luther
Mott-Kappa Tau Alpha Research Award and the

AEJMC History Division book award for her 2008
book Literary Journalism on Trial: Masson v. New
York er and the First Amendment. She is past chair of
the AEJMC History Division and past associate edi-
tor of the journal American Journalism. She was the
founding director of the Media & Civil Rights History
Symposium at the University of South Carolina, a bi -

ennial scholarly gathering. She received her Ph.D. at the University of
North Carolina.

Q: Give us a brief summary of your book.

Forde: Literary Journalism on Trial tells the story of a significant FirstAmendment libel case that involved two competing conceptions ofwhat makes a truthful report. This case allowed me to tell the story ofthe emergence and development of two forms of reporting in Americanjournalism — the traditional and the literary — and chart their pointsof contact and divergence. And it allowed me to explore the range of de -bates and ideas about the role of the press, democracy, and the FirstAmendment in U.S. public life in the twentieth century.
Q: How did you get the idea for your book?
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Forde: I credit my classmate at UNC, Glenn Scott, for the initial idea thatgrew into my dissertation and then book. I was in my first semester ofthe doctoral program, and I was looking for a research pa per topic forDr. Ruth Walden’s Media Law course. I was eating lunch with class-mates in the grad student lounge, knocking around ideas for our lawpapers. I wanted to find a topic that would align with my interest in lit-erary journalism, and Glenn mentioned this U.S. Supreme Court libelcase involving misquotation and the New Yorker magazine. I wrote mylaw paper on that case and its progeny — and the case raised so manyfascinating historical and legal questions, it eventually led to a muchbigger project.
Q: Tell us about the research you did for your book — What were your

sources, how did you research your book, how long did you spend, and so

forth?

Forde: I used Masson v. New Yorker as a way to explore the history oftwo traditions of U.S. journalism in the twentieth century: traditionalob jective journalism and literary journalism. These two traditions de -veloped some differing journalistic techniques, standards, and norms— and these collided in the 1980s in this libel case that further in -terpreted the actual malice standard of New York Times v. Sullivan. Somy research involved analyzing the many actions, opinions, and relateddocuments in the twelve-year trip of Masson v. New Yorker through thefederal court, as well as the line of U.S. Supreme Court libel casesstretching from New York Times to Masson. I examined print news cov-erage of the case and its trials in major U.S newspapers and newsmag -azines, as well as trade publication coverage. I spent a great deal of timeworking in the vast New Yorker magazine archive at the New York Pub -lic Library, paying particular attention to the magazine’s handling oflibel cases across many decades. I conducted oral histories with Jeffrey
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Masson, who brought the suit, and multiple lawyers who litigated thecase across the years. And I analyzed important works of public intel-lectuals, like John Dewey and Walter Lippmann, and journalism associ-ation documents that charted the development of a philosophy of jour-nalism across the twentieth century. I read most of Janet Malcolm’spublished work and some of Jeffrey Masson’s to look for their ideasabout narrative, re porting, writing, objective knowledge, and more. There search itself stretched across several years and was an iterativeprocess of primary and secondary source work.
Q: Besides the sources you used, were there any others you wish you had

been able to examine?

Forde: Yes, I very much wanted to take the oral histories of JanetMalcolm, the New Yorker author Masson accused of libel, and her pri-mary attorney, who also defended the New Yorker magazine. But Mal -com wasn’t willing to talk with me, and her attorney was obliged to fol-low suit.
Q: Based on your research for the book, what would you advise other his-

torians in our field about working with sources?

Forde: I think of myself as an archival historian. The kinds of historicalquestions that interest me require moving well beyond news content.Of course, I examine news content for all of my projects, but that’snever sufficient. I’m interested in the historical actors and institutionsof journalism and their role in significant historical events, is sues, andtransformations in the broader landscape of politics, society, and cul-ture. I want to understand the role of journalism in public affairs — andto investigate that role, I often need to consult the personal papers ofhistorical actors like publishers, editors, journalists, politicians, and
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pub lic figures; institutional records of particular news organizations orpublishing houses; a vast array of government records; and other kindsof special collections. To find relevant archives, I suggest reading rele-vant secondary literature not only in journalism history but also in rel-evant historical subfields for the project — and mining that literaturefor useful primary sources, including archival collections. I suggest tri-angulating sources to verify facts and test historical interpretations. Isuggest reading widely in the social sciences, too, so you’re fa miliarwith social science theories and knowledge that can help historiansmake sense of the past.
Q: What were the challenges you faced in researching your book?

Forde: Tracing the movement of ideas about journalism’s standards,norms, and reportorial and narrative techniques through time — withat tention to continuity and change — is a challenge. It’s the work of in -tellectual history, and it requires attention to discourses in a broadrange of sources, like trade publications, news sources, memoirs, insti-tutional histories, legal cases, and more. It was also challenging — andat times nerve-wracking — to research and write about living people.Both Masson and Malcolm were high-profile figures, both of whom hadbeen involved in a very contentious defamation case involving misquo-tation. You can bet I was exceedingly careful with all my quotations! Ialso had a very hard time getting permission from Conde Nast, the par-ent company of the New Yorker, to use the material from the New Yorkerrecords at the New York Public Library. 
Q: Is it possible to get too close to a research subject? How do historians

maintain their neutrality of viewpoint when conducting and interpreting

research?
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Forde: I think historians should get as close as possible to their re -search subjects; we need granular knowledge. I don’t think the problemis getting too close to a research subject; the problem is not changingour lens. We must be able to move from the close-up view to the far-away view of our subject; from the empathetic to the neutral and disin-terested; from the subjective to the objective. We should always bequestioning and testing our interpretations, looking for countervailingevidence as we work with our sources. We should, of course, avoid ap -plying present-day values and conditions to the past. 
Q: What new insights does your book provide?

Forde: It charts the professional and disciplinary divide be tween whatI called “traditional” journalism and literary journalism across thetwentieth century — and the related, often contentious debate aboutthe promises and limitations of journalistic and narrative norms, stan-dards, and techniques in representing reality. It demonstrates how the
Masson case involved deep concerns in the professions of journalismand law about the postmodern critique of objectivity that gained in -creasing traction from the 1960s forward. And finally, it argues that theU.S. Supreme Court decision in the Masson case represented a retrench-ment on the press protective doctrine of New York Times v. Sullivan.
Q: What findings most surprised you?

Forde: I was surprised to find that few journalism historians hadengaged with the postmodernist critique of objective knowledge, con-sidering that the professions of both journalism and history em brace afundamental commitment to objectivity. Yet the critique of ob jectiveknowledge had roiled the profession of history (consider Peter Novick’s
That Noble Dream). So I was happy to be able to demonstrate how jour-
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nalism had indeed grappled with this critique in a very public way —and in the federal courts, even the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Q: What advice would you give to people in our field who are considering

doing a book in JMC history?

Forde: If you’re writing a history-based dissertation, write it in bookform. There is no need for a literature review chapter. Your foot  notesconstitute the literature review. If you are writing as a faculty member,you have to protect your research and writing time, which is easier saidthan done. Find mentors in our field who have published books youadmire and ask them for advice as you navigate the research, writing,and publication challenges and choices. Improve your thinking andwriting by reading widely in history and related fields and noting howother books are structured. Balance narrative with analysis. Al wayslook for ways to deepen your analysis; the stronger the analysis, themore significant your work will be. Ask colleagues and friends to readwork-in-progress, and do the same for them. Be open to criticism andfeedback — and invite it before a press sends your manuscript out forpeer review. 
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